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Agenda

Session title Time Details 
Session Registration 08:00-08:45 
Welcome & SOA Adoption Trends for Financial Services and 
the World 

08:45-
10:00 

Presenter: Jason Bloomberg, ZapThink, LLC  

Coffee Break 10:00-10:15 
Case Study in SOA: The Next Steps in the Organically Growing 
SOA 

10:15-
11:00 

Presenter: Michael Poulin, Head of the Business Analysis 
and Web Architecture, Fidelity Investments 

  
SOA Quality and the Financial Services Industry 11:00-

12:00 
Presenter: Jim Mackay, CMO, iTKO, Inc. 
 

Lunch Break 12:00-13:00 
Agility at the user interface 13:00-

13:30 
Presenter: David Davies, VP Products, Corizon 

SOA Case Study: Homeserve GB - Composite applications for 
insurance customer care 

13:30-
14:00 

Presenter: William Morgan, LogicaCMG 

  
Coffee Break 14:00-14:15 
Real Value from SOA and BPM: How Financial Institutions can 
transform their Businesses and Get There Faster 

14:15-
15:15 

Presenter: David Wright, Director of Financial Services 
Solutions, webMethods  

SOA Roundtable Discussion 15:15-
16:15 

Moderator: Jason Bloomberg, Senior Analyst, ZapThink  

Networking Reception and Sponsor Interaction 16:15-18:00 
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Want the Slides?

We’ll email you a survey.
Fill in the survey for a link to the slides!
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Need more time with 
ZapThink?

We’re returning 
to London on 30 
October!
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SOA Adoption Trends
for Financial Services & the World

Jason Bloomberg
Managing Partner

ZapThink LLC
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Business Constant: Change

CHANGE

CompetitionCompetition

Changing Changing 
MarketplaceMarketplace Customer Customer 

DemandsDemands

Mergers & Mergers & 
AcquisitionsAcquisitions

Optimizing Optimizing 
ProcessesProcesses

New New 
TechnologiesTechnologies

Business Business 
PartnersPartners

A Business is Never A Business is Never STATICSTATIC
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We’ve had IT challenges for years …
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… but even after yesterday’s 
promises…
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… we still have the same IT mess, 
only worse.
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Service Orientation:
A Business Approach

• It’s not about connecting 
things, it’s about enabling 
business processes & continual 
change

• The core business motivation is 
business agility

• Rather than “rip and replace”
old systems – make them work 
better together

• It’s not about technology, 
integration, or middleware
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Level Set – What is SOA?

• SOA is architecture – a set of 
best practices for the 
organization and use of IT, and 
the discipline to follow them

• Abstracts software functionality 
as loosely-coupled, business-
oriented Services

• Services can be composed into 
applications which implement 
business processes in a flexible 
way, without programming

SOA is something you do, not something you buySOA is something you do, not something you buy
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Business Drivers for SOA

• Reduction in integration expense
– EAI replacement/EAI maintenance reduction
– Legacy enablement/migration/rejuvenation

• Increase in reuse 
– Reduction in redundancy
– Better customer visibility

• Greater visibility
– Enablement of governance & 

compliance
– Improved efficiency

Increase in business agility
– Improved competitiveness
– Faster innovation
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SOA Trends: Financial Services

• Shared Services to support single 
view of customer

• Reduction in redundancy following 
mergers

• Shifting regulations: Basel II, 
Check 21, etc.

• SOA failures due to poor 
governance
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Transitioning to SOA at Banks

•Common customer 
interaction Services
• Reduced IT development 
time

•Independent activities for 
banking, brokerage, lending
• Long IT cycles

Interactive Banking

•Movement to industry-wide 
Shared Service
• Economies of scale

•Movement to document 
management infrastructure
• Unknown cost exposure

Check21

•Increased visibility into 
regulated activities
•Reduced corporate risk

•No bank-wide visibility into 
activities
• Unlimited liability for 
outcome

Corporate Compliance and 
Governance

•Common set of account 
tasks
•Shared information

•Islands of activities
•Little shared information, 
Services

Account / Customer 
Management

Service-OrientedCurrentlyBanking Function
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Shared Services Challenge: 
Reuse = Sharing

We all learned to share in kindergartenWe all learned to share in kindergarten……

But by the time we get to the working world, we But by the time we get to the working world, we 
forget how!forget how!
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Enabling Service Domains

• A Service Domain is a logical grouping of shared 
Services with a common business context

• Examples: customer-facing Services,
purchasing-related Services

• Manage Services by managing
the Domains

• Move away from traditional 
IT silos for the purposes of managing
Services, but retain technical teams
as needed
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Service Domains Example

Source: CTOgroup
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Challenge: Governance

• Establishing, communicating, and 
enforcing policies, providing visibility 
into the levels of compliance, and 
dealing with issues

• Not just governance of 
SOA…governance with SOA

• Essential to tackle early in SOA 
project

• But…avoid “big brother” effect

Who likes to be governed?Who likes to be governed?
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SOA = Best Practices

• You don’t have to follow 
them all

• There’s no rule how many 
you must follow before you 
can say you’re “doing SOA”

• Key best practice: take an 
iterative approach

The Right Tool for the JobThe Right Tool for the Job
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The Wrong Question!

instead of…

SOA is great. How do I sell it to SOA is great. How do I sell it to 
the business?the business?

Here are our problems. How best Here are our problems. How best 
to solve them?to solve them?
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SOA: Paradigm Shift?

• SOA is more evolutionary than revolutionary
• Leverages many established best practices

But…

• As fundamental a change as client/server or 
the rise of the Internet
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When Not to Apply SOA

• When business requirements are stable
• When the IT environment is homogeneous
• When the business has sufficient visibility 

based on current tools
• When a particular performance requirement 

calls for efficiency over flexibility

SOA success means applying SOA where needed, SOA success means applying SOA where needed, 
but if it ainbut if it ain’’t broke, dont broke, don’’t fix it!t fix it!
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How Do You Eat an Elephant?

• One bite at a time!

• Don’t expect to have all the answers on 
day one

• Take a step-by-step approach, but…
– Top-down only: have the plan, may not 

be able to execute

– Bottom-up only: build Services, may not 
be reusable

• SOA planning must be both
– Develop the vision (but not the details) 

ahead of time

– Service development should be iterative

• Show business value at each step
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SOA Growing Pains

• Does the business see the 
value?

• Are the architects working on 
the right problems?

• Is IT management investing 
properly?

• Are you letting vendors drive?
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The Problems with “VDA”

• Vendor “SOA Certification”
Programs
– Always product-specific, not 

SOA-specific

• Vendors who design & build 
your SOA
– Always start with their stack

• “One stop shopping” for SOA
– Doesn’t give you best practices

““VendorVendor--Driven ArchitectureDriven Architecture””
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There’s No Such Thing as a 
SOA Wizard!

• Click…click…click…done! You 
now have a SOA!

• Will never happen because…
– SOA best practices are too 

general
– Each organization has a 

different environment, both 
technical and cultural

The architectThe architect’’s answer is usuallys answer is usually
““it dependsit depends””
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SOA by Any Name

• “SOA” is too “techie” for the 
business

• SOA is a broad set of best 
practices

• Many SOA best practices 
build on existing practices

Doing it Right More Important Doing it Right More Important 
than Calling it SOAthan Calling it SOA
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SOA Pitfalls

• Unclear business drivers

• Allowing a vendor to drive the 
initiative

• Confusing SOA and Web Services

• Too few qualified architects

• Lack of proper, early governance

• Unqualified consultants

• “Good money after bad” fallacy
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Web Services are the Trees….

Service Orientation is the Forest
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The “Ivory Tower” Problem

• Architects create design and other artifacts, 
but don’t have the authority or mandate to 
require their use

• Development team considers them optional

• Business likes idea of architecture in principle, 
but short-term needs trump best practices

• When architects are external consultants, the 
“not invented here” syndrome makes the 
Ivory Tower worse – or sometimes the 
opposite!
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Good Money after Bad…

• I spent money on a proprietary vendor 
solution, so now I need to make it work!

• We built inflexible EJB Services or .NET 
Services, so how to I make them flexible?

• We spent big money with that big consulting 
firm on our SOA initiative, but we don’t have 
anything to show for it!
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Traditional IT Funding:
Project Based

Departments allocate funds for IT projects 
that cater to their specific requirements

Typical funding in an enterprise is usually project 
based, and are prone to budgetary constraints and 

maintenance expenses

Source: Wipro
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Funding SOA: Program 
Management Approach

The all-pervasive nature of SOA makes it difficult to find 
one single business sponsor to recognize and pay for the 

long term goals that it would achieve

Source: Wipro
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SOA Funding Best Practices

Several companies are now creating separately funded enterprise-
wide architecture groups to govern and architect SOA initiatives

Source: Wipro
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The Real Challenge: 
People, Change and Fear

• People are inherently 
resistant to change

• People consider job security, 
authority and responsibility 
when asked to share

• Fear is the strongest 
emotion of all!
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Thank You!

ZapThink is an industry advisory 
& analysis firm focused 
exclusively on Service-Oriented 
Architecture and Enterprise 
Web 2.0.

Jason Bloomberg

jbloomberg@zapthink.com
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The Next Steps in the Organically Growing SOA

for
Practical SOA for Financial Services
ZapThink Conference, London, UK 
27 September 2007
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Journey

Introduction

Journey Planner: “Organic” Background

Departure: Product-oriented Service 
Layer

Stop: Governance - Center of Excellence 
and Blueprint

Stop: Governance - Policies and Controls

Stop: Business-Oriented SOA

Stop: Web-Service-Upon-Service

Stop: Business Service

Stop: Business Service Reuse  and 
Flexibility

Stop: Enterprise SOA Maturity Model

Destination: IT alignment with Business

Take away menu 
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Journey Planner
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Vehicle - What is an Organically Grown SOA
Term “Organic SOA Adoption Model “ belongs to Alkesh Shah and Paul Kalin, and has 

been published in their article “SOA Adoption Model”
“Organic” characteristics:

Investments in the infrastructure can be aligned on a project basis
Building a business case from the findings of the initial project
Execution of a prioritized project using SOA principles
Incremental extra SOA costs are absorbed by the initial project and are recouped by the business in 
subsequent SOA projects
Building foundation technologies that can be used for successive SOA projects
Does not require a full enterprise implementation to begin to realize value 
The value can be realized earlier than in top-to-bottom strategic adoption model

Do you recognise your daily SOA practice?

Downsides:
Absence of planned and directed SOA strategy in the enterprise
Inconsistent SOA Governance across the enterprise
Risk of silo and redundant solutions remain
Absence of active service portfolio management, including ongoing SOA opportunity identification 
Absence of corporate wide strong IT alignment with the business
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Departure: Product-oriented Service Layers
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We Want You to Use Our Service

In the early days creation of Web Services mushroomed. Few companies have 
released the services into production because of

Service interoperability problem 

Service monitoring and management issues

The most important reason is that the Web Service were perceived as yet another technology 
wave and business did not want to easily invest into another ‘cool thing’

When we started the journey

Various technical groups had created services that were bound to the managed applications or 
products

Consumers still had alternative means for the information access and had to justify benefits of 
using services

Service adoption rarely happened without a ‘push’ from authorities – technical or management

Service were developed and offered in silos occupied by the applications or products

Industry standards were preserved but corporate standards were largely absent

As a result
IT created service “clouds” surrounding applications and products

IT started to promote services to the business using ‘reuse’ as the major selling point

Finally, term “service” has entered the enterprise lexicon
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Governance - Center of Excellence and Blueprint
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Center of Excellence and Blueprint

Web Services got management attention

IT obtained business approval for creation of a Center of Excellence 
dedicated to services

Federated group of  experts and volunteered enthusiasts dedicating some of their 
time to the support and enhancements of the technology adoption in the company:

– Answering technology questions

– Advising on best solutions

– Advising on the technology perspectives and capabilities

The Service Blueprint marked three major achievements:
Recommended set of industry standards

Recommended best development practices

Raised awareness of services across department boundaries

Problem: Service governance was still absent departments, which means:
Quality of developed services is not controlled

Services are not really monitored and managed, policies are not enforced

Service specific run-time environment is still at the primitive level
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Governance - Policies and Controls
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Policies and Controls

SOA Governance Working Group produces, reviews and approve:
Service terminology and definitions 

Service development Best Practices

Service Development Policies

Service Run-Time Policies (business and technical)

Service governance and maintenance Roles and responsibilities

Architectural and Design Controls
Enterprise Architecture Review Board (technology and standards)

Application Engineering Review Board (quality of solutions)

Solution Design Review Board (quality of design and implementation)
– SOA Review Board (to be established )

Dedicated team of Service Solution Architects
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Business-Oriented SOA Junction
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New Understanding of SOA
SOA Reference Model standard: 

SOA is a business-oriented, client-centric concept of IT alignment with corporate business

Service is a match for the business function. According to SOA RM and some experts: 
The primary SOA objective is to satisfy those with needs by available capabilities 

For an enterprise business, this means satisfying current business needs and its evolutionary changes

SOA service is a mechanism for providing capabilities to the corporate business needs

SOA Service discrimination: 
SOA Service is more than just an interface

If a service implements business functionality, consumers have to be concerned with the business 
behaviour expressed through the service contract, not only through the service interface

A SOA service may have multiple interfaces and an interface may be reached via multiple 
communication channels

A SOA service interface is coarse-grained rather than fine-grained (like a business interface)

SOA Service Execution Context
“The execution context of a service interaction is the set of infrastructure elements, process entities, 
policy assertions and agreements that are identified as part of an instantiated service interaction, and 
thus forms a path between those with needs and those with capabilities” – OASIS SOA RM
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SOA Service Execution Context – what is it?

The execution context is a new aspect of 
SOA Service, which still requires 
clarification and standardisation. Some 
experts are saying:

"The execution context can be thought of 
as a series of answers to the questions of 
why would the participants be willing to 
interact and whether such interaction is 
possible"

The execution context may be thought as
An informational context needed to 
establish the interaction between service 
participants

An informational context of the interaction
between service participants

An informational (technical) context of the 
service execution - behind the interface, 
including business context of the service 
use

Web-Service-Upon-Service
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Reinvent Web Services as SOA Services

Can we just reinvent Web Services as SOA Services?

Yes, but not earlier than we accomplish following:
Each service has to describe what does it do for the business, and be categorised 
appropriately

Service interface granularity has to be challenged and potentially modified to meet 
business flexibility requirements

Service behaviour has to be freed from the dependencies on the interface and 
communication protocol constraints

Services must stop coupling  provider and consumer life-cycles via exchanging 
bespoke object graphs and via production releases for synchronisation only

Service should not expose different versions of its parts (e.g., a namespace version 
and an end-point version) to the Consumer 

A consumer has to have the option of switching between analogous services if 
particular service doesn’t meet its SLA

Services ought to be treated as products rather than an integration means

Business Service Reuse and Flexibility
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Separate Function from Data

Does ‘reuse as is’ really meet business objectives in the modern market?

What constitutes a good service to the business?
Ability to adopt a business change within IT with robust, fastest and cheapest solution

Problems with service changes:
Highest reuse is achievable via finest service granularity (like API)

The finer grain a service is, the harder to change it

To balance between reusability and flexibility, use service extension as a means 
of service reuse

Every operation uses its own messages

New message – new document schema: ‘include’ instead of ‘replace’

Aggregated data schema is the model for flexible interface

Proceed with caution:
Manage domain scope when extending service

Service extension may not cross the boundaries of a business function implemented by 
the service

‘As is’ service reuse is limited by the scope of the execution context 

18

Good and Bad Extension Examples
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Extension as a Reuse: example
switchFromFundAToISA() and switchFromFundAToFundB() ==>

switchFunds(massageAISA) and switchFunds(messageAB),

where

massageAISA=fromFundAToISA and messageAB=fromFundAToFundB

Enterprise SOA Maturity Model
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Here we are

Why do we need a Maturity Model? There are several expected uses for the Maturity 
Model by Business Units and IT: 

To indicate a business unit's SOA capability
To enable a SOA strategy and SOA transition roadmap
To measure progress in pursuit of SOA and business agility

The four levels of SOA maturity within a business unit are:
Emerging – minimal exposure to SOA
Basic – small uncoordinated pockets of SOA in organization
Intermediate –– centralization of SOA efforts
Expert – SOA is how IT products are done

Maturity Criteria:
Business and Technical Benefits
Business Understanding
Service Management
Services Inventory
Organization & Culture
Operating Context
IT understanding 
Service development, invocation, & implementation

Destination – Business Agility
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Future direction for SOA adoption

Achieve cultural changes
in the business

in management

in development

BU or LOB scoped SOA Infrastructure to be formed

Search for business opportunities based on composite service applications

Expand service use to B2B area with Business Partners

Produce and manage services based on corporate SOA strategy and 
Technology Roadmap

Take-away Menu
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Menu

Entrees
Perform inventory of existing services and related policies

Hors d’œuvre
Document your business cases

Observe SOA standards and choose the ones related to your Business Cases

Main Courses
Understand business objectives and create business process/service model

Set Service Governance and related quality controls

Set Service development and run-time infrastructure

Desserts
Search for business opportunities to add business value by using services

Feedbacks are welcome !

A61

26

Contact Information

Michael Poulin
Head of Business Analysis and Web 
Architecture

Fidelity Investments International

+44-173-783-6038
michael.poulin@uk.fid-intl.com

http://www.fidelity.co.uk/
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Build vs. Buy… Just Have it!

for development
– Service Policy Repository
– Service Description 

Repository
– Service Contact 

Simulation Repository
– Service Registry

Can the organic model work effectively for service infrastructure?
Temporary solutions:

Repositories based on existing structures – DB or Excel – that understand, contain or 
can produce XML documents
Registry – a UDDI implementation is now provided as add-on for the main Application 
Servers
Security, monitoring, management and administration – as currently available in the 
company
Mediation system – home-grown or absent

Buy: Single or multiple vendor strategy ?
Build it: Partially or in full ?
What minimal service infrastructure we need:

for run-time
– Service Registry
– Service Contact Repository
– Service Policy Repository
– Mediation system ( like ESB)
– Distributed security  system
– Service Monitoring System
– Service Management and Administration process, 

procedures and tools
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Jim Mackay
iTKO, Inc.
September 26, 2007

SOA Quality In The 
Financial Services Industry
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Transaction Provider Partner  Reseller

Customer BuyerOutsourced Supplier

Division 1

Division 2

Your Extended
Enterprise

Services layers seem to simplify building workflows.

Service interfaces provide abstraction
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Web Services

SOAP Objects .NET Ordering Service

CRM Web App

Transaction Service Channel Partner

Customer Company
Outsourced Firm

Division 1

Division 2

RMI Objects

Messaging
Service

Legacy
Data

Legacy
App

BI ToolsBusiness 
Rules

File
System

ESB

Web
Interface

Content
Database

Data
Warehouse

Legacy
App

Financials Mainframe

Your App
Workflow

But services layers hide complexity
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Types of SOA Testing Initiatives

Adopting
SOA

initiative

Installing 
enterprise 

applications

Automating
integration

testing

Enterprise-
wide test
platform

Implementing
new

technologies
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The true ‘user experience’ is the product of all three

100%

100%

100%

Business Investment

A
va

ila
bi

lit
y

S
ca

la
bi

lit
y

In
te

gr
ity

Physical
Infrastructure

Application
Infrastructure

Business
Applications

Fault Tolerant HW
Diesel Power

Redundant Bandwidth

App Servers
Transaction Monitors
Clustered Services

SOA-aware Dev/QA Process
Comprehensive Testing Tools
Continuous Testing Service

99.999%
system
uptime

99.999%
application
availability

?????%
functional
integrity

The Goal: SOA at 5-9’s
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Amount of change in application

C
om

pl
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 o

f a
pp
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vi

ro
nm

en
t

Threshold for Failure     

Threshold for Failure

High Complexity

High Change

Low Complexity

Low Change

Complexity  x       Change  =       Risk of Failure

The Tipping Point of Quality?

Client/server apps

Mainframe / Packaged

SOA & Composite Apps

Web applications
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Complete Testing
• Every heterogeneous layer of 

architecture
• Test UI verify in system of record
• Reuse functional test for 

performance testing

Collaborative Testing
• Test early before UIs are created
• Not just dev, business analysts 

and QA should verify processes

Continuously Test
• Regress on existing functionality
• Add testing of new services to 

existing testing workflows

Complete
single component all technologies

Continuous 
Phased tests constant testing

Collaborative
Dev/QA test silos everyone tests, every phase

“Three C’s” of SOA Testing
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Ordering
Swing App

Processing 
Web App

CORBA 
App

ESB

Business 
Process App A

Business 
Process App B

Additional 
Apps Now & 

Future

Database

Database

App Server
EJB, WS, 

POJO

Problem may 
not appear for 

end users
Problems will not 

appear in XML 
from SOAP

Error in message 
layer

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

9

Complete Process Testing Case Study
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Developers
unit test components 

and jump-start QA with 
testability

QA expands dev tests and 
create functional and load 

tests for integration

Production tests in 
deployment and report 

issues to support

Support rapidly debugs
SLA or Policy issues and 

communicates appropriately

Business Analysts
outline business processes 

as ‘not implemented’
test cases

Collaborative: Sharing the Quality 
Lifecycle
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Invoke and Verify to Prove Outcomes

People

Process

Technology

Order Acquisition
Check InvCheck Credit

Place Order

Place Order
Service 1 Service 3

Service 2
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Service 3
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Production

Staging

Test Bed

Dev Build

Test Bed

Dev Build

Product ComponentProduct Component

Continuous Validation Infrastructure

Runtime

Change

Design

C
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LISA Pathfinder

• Customer Challenge
• IT teams are asked to govern an increasing volume of changing “headless”

services and applications.
• Since there is no UI to directly test background services, QA teams have very little 

idea, if any, of what to test. If developers get involved in testing the integration, it is 
still a very time consuming and error-prone process of trial and error.

• Solution
• LISA Pathfinder automates Service discovery and underlying workflows, enabling 

teams to visualize all the components that are invoked by any transaction
• LISA further enables them to generate test case shells automatically that can be 

edited and completed within the LISA Workstation

• Value
• Pathfinder significantly reduces the time to create complex test cases
• Less technical teams can test invisible services and components with relative ease
• Rapid identification of root causes of failures and performance bottlenecks
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LISA VSEProcess

Virtualized hardware

Virtual Service Environment Reduces 
Costs

Test Environment
Before VSE

Production
Environment

App2App1

Service1

ERP

Virtual Service
Environment

Changing

Database

Process

App2App1’

Service1

ERP

Database

$

$

$$

$

App1’

Virtual ERP/
Service

Simulate
Implemented
Components

$

$

Replicate
Entire
Architecture
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iTKO: Who We Are

Everyone should own quality™.

Customers

Delivery PartnersTechnology Partners

TestCenter

Awards
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LISA 
Server

LISA
Enterprise LI

S
A

 E
xt

en
si

on
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it

LISA 4 Product Suite

iTKO LISA SOA Testing Suite

Functional
Testing

Integration
Testing

Business 
Process
Testing

Load +
Performance 
Testing

Virtual
Service
Environment

Continuous 
Validation
Service
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LISA is Complete - Test heterogeneous SOA
• LISA can test every tier of an application, regardless of location
• LISA can test every service technology with one tool, one test
• LISA’s extensibility creates bridges to custom and legacy 

services that means ‘you can get there from here’

LISA is Collaborative – Everyone owns quality
• LISA provides no-code testing of components before UI exists, 

as well as integrating with the team’s ALM lifecycle and process
• Unit, regression, system, load, and monitoring in one tool
• Leverages diverse skill sets in Dev, QA/QE, and BA roles

LISA is Continuous – SOA Lifecycle Governance
• Tests constantly evolving, interdependent systems to meet 

requirements during design, build and after deployment
• Traps for the “what-if” unintended system-wide consequences 

of making changes or corrections to components.

LISA meets SOA Testing Challenges
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Thank you for your interest
• Summary and Q&A

• Grab a copy of our white paper!

• Jim.mackay@itko.com

• For more info:
• URL: http://www.itko.com
• Call 877-BUY-ITKO
• Download WS-Testing for free,

or request a deeper SOA evaluation
• Blog: http://itko.blogspot.com
• Email: info@itko.com
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Agility at the UI
David Davies 2 copyright 2007. all rights reserved

UI matters

• Training
• Error rates
• User experience
• Operation costs 
• Escalations
• Process enforcement
• Compliance 

• Customer service 
quality

• Partnering efficiency
• Process outsourcing
• New product 

introduction
• Capacity growth

Determines key 
operational factors

Which enable key 
strategic responses

Effectiveness of user processes depends 
on quality of composite application UI

Application quality and function EG9

EG10
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a measurement blind spot

Understanding how users and systems 
interact is essential…

• Insight for improvement and change 
•Audit and regulatory assurance data
• Individual user assessment
•Outsourcer SLA management

… but usually invisible
•Monitoring in integration infrastructure too 

far removed from users 
•UI monitoring not available in most 

application frameworks or packages
•Process fragmented and uncorrelated 

across applications

How users and systems work together is invisible to most managers despite 
forming a critical component of regulatory compliance  

4 copyright 2007. all rights reserved

a case in point – the call centre desktop

Desktop crowded with multiple 
generations of applications

Business requirements change and 
multiply faster than IT can deliver

Users forced to perform “swivel chair”
integration

Hard to outsource with flexibility and 
control

No visibility of process

ALT-TAB CTRL-C CTRL-V

a typical call centre agent 
uses 6 applications in a 

call*
*ContactBabel

Multiple, disjointed applications severely impact customer service 
cost and quality in call centres
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SOA?

Service concepts of re-use and 
composition not extended as far as UI

Current generation of services are 
faceless

Portlets do not provide granularity or 
control required to build composite 
applications

The only answer is to custom code UI 
each time

Data and business services

A B C D

Custom code per user group

User role specific UI

UI problem indicates a SOA approach but services that provide re-
usable data and processing require custom UI development

6 copyright 2007. all rights reserved

why is it difficult?

The integrated user interface needed for “fit for purpose”
applications is complex, slow and skills-intensive to build

Effort to deliver fit-for-purpose UI makes it a 
slow, skilled, business unfriendly activity
•Technically:  skill and effort to design & build 
usable, role based layout, data presentation, 
navigation, error and validation handling
•Functionally: accumulated business domain 
knowledge and expertise
•Operationally: tested, deployed functionality

Multiple “stovepipe” implementations of same 
UI presents operational challenges
•Inconsistent implementations of same 
functions
•Maintenance overhead

Third party application UI not leveraged

Performance challenges
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the answer

Extend SOA concept to provide 
interactive, business friendly UI building 
blocks

“Heavy lifting” done by producer (IT), 
hidden from consumer (business)

Business users shielded from technical 
and functional complexity

Business empowered to assemble and 
manage solutions in a way which is easy 
to understand and measure

Allow tactical deliveries with direct UI re-
use

UI services

Extend services to the UI, separating technical creation of UI building 
blocks from assembly of composite applications by the business

8 copyright 2007. all rights reserved

the value

Users get unified access to data and functions
•Supports and guides the work they are doing
•Provides the data needed to take decisions
•Captures data and decisions as they work

Operational teams put in control
•Converts process and user understanding 
into system function
•Monitor and measure performance
•Iteratively experiment and improve

Enterprise ensures consistency and re-use
•Propagate best practice
•Ease multiskilling and transfer
•Leverage investments

line of business operational teams can now assemble “fit for purpose”
applications while IT maintain control & security

Flexible, business driven, 
enterprise quality 

composite applications
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ui services
UI Services provide structured access to UI functionality to allow it 

to be re-used and composed at multiple levels of granularity

UI Service

Page 
flows

Source 
pages

Page 
elements

Attributes 
(data)

Page 
requests

Page 
flowsPage 

flows

Source 
pagesSource 

pages

Page 
requestsPage 

requests

Page 
elementsPage 
elements

Attributes 
(data)
Attributes 

(data)

Name

Login 
credentials

Dynamic 
variables

UI Service 
Interface 

model

Page 
flow / 
process

Data display tableData entry with
field validation

Data 
attributes

UI services make all attributes of UI re-
usable and composable

• Layout

• Navigation

• Business logic / service invocation

• Styling / appearance 

• Behaviour

10 copyright 2007. all rights reserved

ui service enabling

Service owners build UI for re-use as UI services
•Add meta information to UI in familiar 

development environments
•Build “best practice” usability and domain 

expertise into service
•Build and design once; test at unit level

Existing applications “raided” for re-usable 
components

•Avoid need to decompose application to re-use
•Leverage built-in or partner provided UI 

functionality and performance
•Accelerate benefits of composite applications 

UI services maximise asset re-use by being both “built for re-use”
and non invasively extracted from existing applications
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ui service interface
UI Service interface provides design and run-time access via an 

open REST-style interface to simplify solution design and build

Design-timeDesign-time

Run-timeRun-time

Supporting 
services

Supporting 
services

Service listService list

•Service discovery

•Model browsing, 
meta information

•Live page element 
view

•Structured delivery of 
application UI

•Security

•Management

•Availability monitoring

12 copyright 2007. all rights reserved

composition

UIS interface easily consumed in custom 
applications and gadget frameworks

•Browser mashups
•Web apps
•Gadget containers for non-integrated 

access

Specialist composition tools simplifies 
composite application build & mgt

•Manipulation of ui service components to 
define application

•Support for error / exception / performance 
handling

•Security and management infrastructure

UI services can be leveraged in both custom application 
developments and dedicated composite application builders   
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Corizon Platform
Corizon’s Platform provides the product modules to allow the business to 

easily build composite applications by leveraging UI services

Composite application building
•Web developer and business analyst-
friendly build, test and tuning of composite 
UIs
•Native process monitoring for in-life 
feedback
•Integrated user mgt and single sign on

UI service delivery
•Secure, controlled access to UI service 
run-time
•In-life service monitoring for reliability
•Design-time business-friendly service 
browsing

UI service creation
•Extraction from web, Windows and host 
application UI
•Building new services with familiar tools 
(e.g. Eclipse)

14 copyright 2007. all rights reserved

user activity monitoring

Composite user interface provides 
critical measurement point for user and 
system interactions

Composite UI models define user 
processes and monitoring points

Run-time control allows chosen users 
and processes to be focused on

Rich user and application data sets 
output in OLAP friendly form

Composite application activity monitoring allows process improvement 
and regulatory enforcement data to be collected easily and reliably

User 
process 

model

Example report based on 
process monitoring data
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in use

“Core” IT developers  -
UI service production 

“Core” IT developers  -
UI service production Web DevelopersWeb Developers Business analysts, 

process owners
Business analysts, 
process owners End usersEnd users

Central IT Lines of business

Create and support UI 
Services

•Using AD tools

•Extracted from 
legacy UI

Analyse and design from user and 
process viewpoint

Prototype and build composite 
applications collaboratively with 
simplified tools (UI Services 
composition)

Request / submit new UI services

Monitor, analyse and respond to 
user activity data

Web developers and business analysts work together to assemble and 
change composite applications in line with business goals

Focus on process 
execution

Customise 
experience within 
defined options

UI Services and composite applications 
in BT
Broadband support and 
service
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BT broadband customer service

• Improved performance of trouble 
ticketing process

• 25% reduction AHT

• 30% training time reduction

• Extended to new process/ user group in 6 
weeks

• Simpler, more accurate diagnostics 
process

• 900,000 transactions per day

• 20% improvement in first call resolution

• 8600 less escalations per week

• 25% in AHT

• < 1 year payback

BT broadband customer service uses Corizon to provide flexible, high impact 
desktop solutions to over 4500 agents in the UK and India

Trouble ticketing desktop (6 source systems)

Diagnostics desktop (12 source systems)

18 copyright 2007

feedback

The flexibility of Corizon’s approach to mashing-
up composite applications allows changes to 
be made to easily cope with evolving business 
requirements, or if specific issues arise from 
direct user experience. It enables us to support 
the business in a competitive environment with 
new products launching all the time, while 
remaining efficient & operationally agile.

Our investment in Corizon’s software has 
delivered full return on investment in less than 12 
months, remarkable when looking at enterprise 
software on this scale
Roger Buck, Change Manager BT Retail
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summary
UI service based composite application building improves end user 

productivity, business-level flexibility and IT speed of delivery

• Fit for purpose application
• Consistent, easy to learn
• Contextual information for orientation / decision
• Fast to use

End users

• Deliver SOA promise to the business 
• Reduced cost of ownership of front end systems
• Provide simple and effective way to bridge legacy and new
• Leverage and rationalise application & UI assets
• Minimise stovepipe applications / IT systems
• Reduced cost of SOA implementation / delivery

Central IT

• Increased productivity, shorter training times
• Collaborative, fast and cost-effective application assembly
• Operational visibility and insight; continuous improvement
• Faster, more accurate and consistent process execution 
• Capacity to change/adapt processes to match business needs
• Integrated, consistent channel experience
• User-centric IT

Line of 
business 
teams
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UI Services, SOA & Homeserve



More than 80% of current production-deployed applications will be 
partly or fully re-engineered by 2011 to participate in the then 
prevailing SOA-style business-driven application composition 

(80% probability) Gartner Predicts 2007

Service Orient
or be

DOOMED
Service Orient

or be

DOOMED

The analysts…

…Complex, Risky & Long-term

Resource/skills
Additional load on scarce resource
Can create delivery bottlenecks

Scale of change
Analysis of “forgotten” requirements
Refactoring of existing applications
Breadth of regression testing

“Infrastructure” spend
High cost to establish infrastructure
Big spend to duplicate existing functions

Delivering the transformation…



e.g.
CRM integration

Insurance Contract Engine

Resource/skills

Scale of change

“Infrastructure” spend

SOA + UI Services = Less Risk

With UI Services…
Reduce requirements analysis

Reduce legacy re-factoring

Simplify parallel development

Increase transformation options

Reduce “technical debt”



Homeserve Gateway : Agent Intelligent Desktop

Homeserve profile

UK’s leading provider of Insured Domestic Repair Solutions 

The AA of the Home Emergencies Market

Young Company, with very fast growth – 30% year on year 

Call Centre of 650+ seats split between Inbound and Outbound 
activity (2.6m inbound calls, 3.5m outbound)



Growth constrained by the technology

Increasing product complexity 
– Affinity partner and offer matrix had tripled in 2 years 

Agents overloaded, focused on 
– Searching for product information and sales rules

– Navigation of the system

– Reduced focus on the customer services and selling

Sales rates declining with increasing product complexity

FSA introduced ‘treating the customer fairly’ legislation

The technology legacy

Home-built Insurance Policy Management system
– Developed by in-house team on Progress
– Not user friendly

Contact centre performance significantly impacted by 
poor user Interface and system complexity

– Not supporting the flow of agent / customer interaction
– Difficult to use and manual workarounds
– Long training cycle

Limited MI available from desktop
– Call content was invisible
– Management decision-making not based on well-founded metrics
– Marketing decisions made on flawed data



Gateway – Agent Intelligent Desktop

<1000 man days end-to-end delivery

Complete sales and service 
capability

– Streamlined UI reduces call handling and 
agent training costs

– Single view of customer policies across 
affinity partners

– Guided up-sell and cross-sell process 
– Ensures regulatory compliance / audit

Simplified and intuitive interface
– User centred design – flow supports 

customer interactions
– Training time and time to reach 

competency reduced

Well positioned for incremental 
replacementusers customer product / 

partners
policy intranet CTI

Services Applications

The Result…

Conversion
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Inbound Sales and Service 
Teams

SP
H

Agent freer to focus on customer 
interaction

Improved Customer Experience

Improved Agent Experience

Reduced training time (in excess of 50%)

Improved compliance to FSA regulation

Improved resource planning – more 
flexibility through greater multi-skilling

Results from Model Office

> 50% increase in conversion
> 30% increase in sales per head
Peak demand at Christmas will 
require 80 fewer temporary hires
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Business Value from SOA and BPM 
Technologies in Financial Services

SOA and BPM is not all about technology…
It’s about realizing a business vision

David Wright
Director, Global Financial Services

Software AG Banking | July 2007 | Page 2

In this session…

1. Quick introduction to SoftwareAG webMethods

2. Where is SOA and BPM hot in Financial Services?

3. What are the value features of SOA & BPM?

4. Three Case Studies – Business and IT benefits

5. Critical Success Factors and building a Business Case

6. Questions and Answers
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StrengthStrength

¬ the world’s largest independent provider of Business 
Infrastructure Software – Revenues approx. $1bn

¬ webMethods provides process-centric approach to delivering 
business improvement faster

¬ Over 4,000 global customers in 70 Countries

¬ Over 3,600 Employees in  across USA, Europe, Asia

¬ 50% of the top 50 global financial institutions are customers

Banking

Insurance

Investment

23,80 €

2003 20072004 2005 2006

0%

200%

400%

600%

Software AG NASDAQ-100
TecDAX Goldman Sachs Tech Index

9.01€
Closing Price: 16.30€ 23.80€ 41.15€ 59.74€

+ 45 %

63,90€
14.05.07
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StrengthStrengthLeadershipLeadership

“webMethods Fabric is a comprehensive enterprise 
service bus (ESB) suite solution that supports high-
end ESB features. This vendor has been a leader in 
providing advanced integration solutions and was 
the first to incorporate XML functionality in its 
products.”

“Organizations looking for advanced application 
and process integration capability should have 
webMethods Fabric on their shortlist, as this 
vendor has created a comprehensive, well-
integrated solution that provides solid enterprise 
application integration (EAI), B2B integration 
(B2Bi), and business process management (BPM) 
features.”

Forrester Research on ESB Forrester Research on BPM
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CustomersCustomers
LeadershipLeadership
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webMethods success across the FS sector

Infrastructure

Banking SolutionsBanking Solutions Investment SolutionsInvestment SolutionsInsurance SolutionsInsurance Solutions

Investment Banking

Fund (Asset) Management

Wealth/Investment (Asset) Mgt.

Markets

Information Providers

General / P&C Insurance

Life & Pensions

Specialist and Commercial

Re-Insurance

Brokers and Agents

Wholesale Banking

Retail / Consumer Banking

Private Banking

Central Banking

Corporate Banking
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Business Infrastructure 
Software that is the 
next generation of data 
management, 
integration and business 
process solutions built 
to improve and 
differentiate your 
business … faster

What do we do... (It’s not just SOA)…

Software AG Banking | July 2007 | Page 8

webMethods Value Proposition for Financial Services

Faster Responsiveness

¬ Faster time to market
¬ Faster response to sales and service issues
¬ Product and Pricing Flexibility
¬ Real-time management information
¬ Faster integration with suppliers and customers

Cost Avoidance and Reduction

¬ Straight through Processing
¬ Productivity and quality with Human Workflow
¬ Re-use by sharing process and technology
¬ Leverage lower cost sourcing partners
¬ Realise cost reduction from M&A

Revenue Retention and Growth

¬ Better products and services
¬ Better sales and cross-selling capability
¬ Better customer service – and loyalty
¬ Leverage the customer base from M&A
¬ Bundle 3rd party products and services

Manage Risk and Regulation

¬ Achieve a single view of risk across the bank
¬ Deliver process and information transparency, 

auditability, and control
¬ Respond faster to changing regulation
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webMethods Value Proposition for Financial Services

Faster Responsiveness

¬ Faster time to market
¬ Faster response to sales and service issues
¬ Product and Pricing Flexibility
¬ Real-time management information
¬ Faster integration with suppliers and customers

Cost Avoidance and Reduction

¬ Straight through Processing
¬ Productivity and quality with Human Workflow
¬ Re-use by sharing process and technology
¬ Leverage lower cost sourcing partners
¬ Realise cost reduction from M&A

Revenue Retention and Growth

¬ Better products and services
¬ Better sales and cross-selling capability
¬ Better customer service – and loyalty
¬ Leverage the customer base from M&A
¬ Bundle 3rd party products and services

Manage Risk and Regulation

¬ Achieve a single view of risk across the bank
¬ Deliver process and information transparency, 

auditability, and control
¬ Respond faster to changing regulation

The Fastest Time The Fastest Time 
to Business to Business 

ImprovementImprovement
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What’s hot for SOA and BPM?
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……Where do banks get the most value from SOA and BPMWhere do banks get the most value from SOA and BPM……

SOA and BPM in Banking
Manage Portfolio 
Manage Financials 
Manage Legal Services 
Perform Planning & Management 
Manage Risk 
Perform Internal and External Reporting 
Perform Business Improvement

Manage Facilities 
Manage Information Systems & Infrastructure
Manage Environmental Concerns 
Manage External Relationships 
Manage Human Resources 
Perform Procurement 

Develop 
Products & 
Channels

Manage 
Deposits 
Manage
Collections
Manage
Investments

Process & 
Maintain 
Accounts

Market & Sell 
Products

Manage
Customer
Service

Banks use SOA and BPM 
technology to support 
the entire banking Value 
Chain…

Central Banking 
Integration Merger & Acquisition

Cash Management & 
Payments Solutions

Lending Solutions

Strategic BPI platform B2B Integration

Customer Management 
Solutions

Risk and Compliance 
Management

Software AG Banking | July 2007 | Page 12

Distribution Channels

Manage Portfolio 
Manage Financials 
Manage Legal Services 
Perform Planning & Management 
Manage Risk 
Perform Internal and External Reporting 
Perform Business Improvement

Manage Facilities 
Manage Information Systems & Infrastructure
Manage Environmental Concerns 
Manage External Relationships 
Manage Human Resources 
Perform Procurement 

Develop
Products
And
Channels

Underwrite 
Risk

Collect
Premiums

Market
And Sell
Products

Maintain
Policies

Claims Mgt Collect 
Claims 
Data

Insurance companies use 
SOA and BPM technology 

to support the entire 
insurance Value Chain…

……Where do insurers get the most value from SOA and BPMWhere do insurers get the most value from SOA and BPM……

Underwriting

Customer Management Claims Management

SOA and BPM in Insurance

B2B Integration

Strategic BPI Platform
& SOA Govenance
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SOA and BPM in the Investment industry

Appoint
Investment

Bank

Prospectus
And

Offer Price

Roadshow
And 

First Sale
Trading

Investment 
and Fund 

Management

Wealth 
Management

SOA and BPM is used across the Investment Value Chain…

……Where does the investment industry get the most value from SOA aWhere does the investment industry get the most value from SOA and BPMnd BPM……

Investment Banking

Fund Management

Market 
InfrastructureSecurities Trading

Risk Management

Integration with 
Information 
Providers

Software AG Banking | July 2007 | Seite 14

Getting Value from SOA and BPM?
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Getting the most value out of SOA…

Services Services 
MonitoringMonitoring

Business Activity MonitoringBusiness Activity Monitoring

Business Process Management SuiteBusiness Process Management Suite

Enterprise Service BusEnterprise Service Bus

SOA GovernanceSOA Governance

PeoplePeople

Industry ExpertiseIndustry Expertise
Professional ServicesProfessional Services

Systems Integration PartnersSystems Integration Partners

ProcessProcess

GEAR MethodologyGEAR Methodology
SOA & BPM Master ClassSOA & BPM Master Class

Business Case AcceleratorBusiness Case Accelerator

TechnologyTechnology

webMethods FabricwebMethods Fabric
Technology PartnersTechnology Partners
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Business Activity Monitoring

ServicServic
es es 
MonitoMonito
ringring

Business Activity MonitoringBusiness Activity Monitoring

Business ProcessBusiness Process

Management SuiteManagement Suite

Enterprise Service BusEnterprise Service Bus

SOA GovernanceSOA Governance

PeoplePeople

Industry Expertise Industry Expertise 

ProfessionalProfessional
ServicesServices

SI PartnersSI Partners

ProcessProcess

GEAR MethodologyGEAR Methodology

SOA/BPMSOA/BPM
Master ClassMaster Class

Business Case Business Case 
AcceleratorAccelerator

TechnologyTechnology

webMethods FabricwebMethods Fabric

TechnologyTechnology
PartnersPartners

¬ Real-time operational monitoring of your business based upon 
process steps, key performance indicators (KPIs) and dynamic 
thresholds.

¬ Fact-based view of how processes are actually running (showing 
root causes on process failure and latencies) compared to how 
they were designed to run

¬ Personalized executive dashboard views as well as ad hoc 
reporting & analysis tools to provide process visibility.

¬ Alerts for specified individuals when problems occur so problems
get fixed faster.

¬ Identifies immediate correlation between system behaviour and 
corresponding business impact to help prioritise problems and 
find any faults.

¬ Predictive capability enables issues to be resolved before they 
become problems.

¬ Process management facilitates Six Sigma analysis with 
framework for continuous improvement

Business Activity Monitoring – Best Practice Case Study
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Business Process Management Suite

ServicServic
es es 
MonitoMonito
ringring

Business Activity MonitoringBusiness Activity Monitoring

Business ProcessBusiness Process

Management SuiteManagement Suite

Enterprise Service BusEnterprise Service Bus

SOA GovernanceSOA Governance

PeoplePeople

Industry ExpertiseIndustry Expertise

ProfessionalProfessional
ServicesServices

SI PartnersSI Partners

ProcessProcess

GEAR MethodologyGEAR Methodology

SOA/BPMSOA/BPM
Master ClassMaster Class

Business Case Business Case 
AcceleratorAccelerator

TechnologyTechnology

webMethods FabricwebMethods Fabric

TechnologyTechnology
PartnersPartners

¬ Design and run processes using IT systems from across your 
Enterprise Architecture

¬ Share processes across your enterprise, and with business 
partners (incl. outsourcers) and customers

¬ Deploy standard processes through multiple channels

¬ Automate processing with process flows and rules to deliver 
efficiency in Straight-Through-Processing

¬ Improve productivity and quality with human workflow that 
assures compliance

¬ Change processes faster and in a more controlled fashion, 
without impacting on underlying IT

¬ Rationalise processes following M&A activity

¬ Continuously improve processes (utilising Six Sigma)

¬ Build new processes faster to support new products and 
services.

Business Process Management Suite – Best Practice Case Study

UK InsurerUK Insurer
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Enterprise Service Bus and SOA Governance

Services Services 
MonitorMonitor

Business Activity MonitoringBusiness Activity Monitoring

Business ProcessBusiness Process

Management SuiteManagement Suite

Enterprise Service BusEnterprise Service Bus

SOA GovernanceSOA Governance

wMwM PeoplePeople

Industry ExpertiseIndustry Expertise

ProfessionalProfessional
ServicesServices

SI PartnersSI Partners

wMwM ProcessProcess

GEAR MethodologyGEAR Methodology

SOA/BPMSOA/BPM
Master ClassMaster Class

Business Case Business Case 
AcceleratorAccelerator

wMwM TechnologyTechnology

webMethods FabricwebMethods Fabric

TechnologyTechnology
PartnersPartners

¬ SOA is an design philosophy that enables faster Business 
Transformation

¬ SOA decouples business processes and functions from underlying 
systems, and enables them to be integrated, distributed, and 
monitored across organizational, geographical, and technical 
boundaries. 

¬ The value of SOA is predicated on the concept of re-use, easier 
and cheaper integration, and ability to rapidly add and change 
processes and systems to deliver business benefits.

¬ SOA lets you service-enable existing systems, develop new 
services, and build composite applications that better align with 
the business process.

¬ SOA enables you to share services across the enterprise, and 
with suppliers and customers (in a B2B Scenario).

¬ The governance of services that your business relies on is critical 
to successful SOA implementation.

ESB and SOA Governance – Best Practice Case Study
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People and Process are important

ServicServic
es es 
MonitoMonito
ringring

Business Activity MonitoringBusiness Activity Monitoring

Business ProcessBusiness Process

Management SuiteManagement Suite

Enterprise Service BusEnterprise Service Bus

SOA GovernanceSOA Governance

PeoplePeople

Industry ExpertiseIndustry Expertise

ProfessionalProfessional
ServicesServices

SI PartnersSI Partners

ProcessProcess

GEAR MethodologyGEAR Methodology

SOA/BPMSOA/BPM
Master ClassMaster Class

Business Case Business Case 
AcceleratorAccelerator

TechnologyTechnology

webMethods FabricwebMethods Fabric

TechnologyTechnology
PartnersPartners

¬ wM people and process are focused on providing our 
customers with services that enable them to deliver 
benefit faster from our technology.

¬ wM Industry Solutions and SI partner teams have 
expertise across the industries in which we operate.

¬ wM Professional Services group ensures you have the 
technical knowledge to make projects successful.

¬ BPM and SOA Master Classes provide training and 
education on the principles and benefits of SOA & BPM.

¬ The Roadmap starts with an assessment of your SOA 
and BPM situation and defines a strategic roadmap for 
implementation

¬ The Business Case Accelerator Service helps you 
identify your business issues, design solutions to 
deliver business benefit, quantify the benefits and 
costs, and determine the ROI.

¬ The Proof of Value Service builds a small scale usable 
system that demonstrates how the technology can 
work to deliver value quickly.

www.soamasterclass.com
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CASE STUDIES

Real Examples of Business Activity Monitoring, BPM, and SOA in 
Financial Services

UK InsurerUK Insurer
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Corporate ProfileCorporate Profile

¬ National City is one of the America’s 
largest banks.

¬ Founded in 1845 National City now has 
over 34,000 employees and over US$140bn 
in assets.

¬ Market presence in:

¬ commercial and retail banking, 

¬ mortgage financing and servicing, 

¬ consumer finance, and 

¬ asset management services

¬ National City has 1300 branch offices in 
Ohio, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, 
Michigan, Missouri, and Pennsylvania.

¬ National City also operates 470 retail and 
wholesale mortgage offices.

¬ National City’s mission is “doing 
what’s right for our customers.”

¬ By executing their simple, yet 
powerful, brand promise, they’re 
making banking simple for lives 
that aren’t, and in return, 
rewarding their customers and 
stockholders…

¬ ..National City has emerged as 
one of the most competitive 
financial services companies in 
America.

VisionVision

National City Bank
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BAM and BPM for Loan Processing

The ObjectiveThe Objective

¬ Increase its market share by reducing cycle 
times and maximizing applications received 
via the Internet as part of an automated loan 
origination system.

¬ Fix problems before dealers were impacted.
¬ Manage exceptions in real-time and deliver 

greater insight into the root causes.
¬ Deliver greater levels of process automation.

How National City and webMethods did itHow National City and webMethods did it……

¬ National City solution proactively monitors 
events in its current business processes and 
identifies process anomalies in real time, so 
that managers can take preventive action 
before these anomalies negatively impact 
turnaround time.

¬ The wM correlation engine leverages baseline 
data to provide root-cause analysis and 
recommendations for corrective actions.

Business Benefit DeliveredBusiness Benefit Delivered

¬ Dramatic increase in loans won!
¬ Improved quality, productivity, and cycle-

time.
¬ Significantly improved problem resolution 

time and, consequently, its efficiency, agility, 
and competitive strength.

¬ Better operational decisions and corrective 
action before transactions complete.

¬ Significant improvement in SLA’s.

The ChallengeThe Challenge

¬ Multiple channels for loan applications for 
cars, marine, and RV dealerships in America.

¬ Loan cycle time critical to business success.
¬ Exceptions negatively impacting on results.
¬ Elongated cycle times of operational 

processes.
¬ No visibility over ‘in-progress’ business 

transactions or the root causes of exceptions.
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National City and webMethods SuccessNational City and webMethods Success

¬ 100% Increase in Loans Won in 30 
Days (i.e. Doubling their business)

¬ 80% decrease in the time it takes to 
detect and identify reasons for a 
system failure & 20% decrease in 
processing costs 

¬ 20% increase in productivity (metrics 
on underwriter workload)

¬ 10% increase in SLAs through 
proactive management 

¬ 10-15% improvements in loans 
applications that had data quality 
issues 

“National City first leveraged webMethods 
Optimize for its loan approval process, 
with the initial data capture and dashboard 
live in eight weeks.

The bottom line is that National City is 
deriving quantifiable business benefits 
from reducing the cycle time of its loan 
approval process. 

Using the wM infrastructure and wM
Optimize, National City is able to identify 
in-progress business events and shorten 
resolution time, ultimately increasing the 
volume and quality of each business 
transaction”

Janelle Hill, MetaGroup (acquired by Gartner)

What the analysts are sayingWhat the analysts are saying……

BAM and BPM for Loan Processing
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Corporate ProfileCorporate Profile

¬ A FTSE 250 
specialist insurer

¬ Over £800m Gross 
Written Premium

¬ Over 400 staff

¬ 12 offices globally.

UK Insurer

UK Insurer

¬ Focus on two significant and 
distinctive advantages: 

¬ Insure risks other companies 
find too complex or unusual 
to cover

¬ Tailor policies very closely to 
the individual customer's 
requirements.

Value Proposition
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The ObjectiveThe Objective

¬ A new senior management charter to support a 5-
year business transformation created objectives of:

¬ improving efficiency
¬ increasing revenues
¬ improving compliance. 

¬ Wanted a solution that would improve on the quality 
of risks to be approved by the underwriters and also 
measure performance against the SLA of a process.

Business Benefit DeliveredBusiness Benefit Delivered

¬ Better visibility into the end-to-end underwriting 
process – Operational & Executive Views

¬ Improved prioritization of risks due to enhanced 
visibility into risk queues

¬ More accurate underwriting resulting in satisfied 
customers and competitive advantage

¬ Increased efficiency in transaction processing 
supports aggressive growth targets

¬ Easier addition of functionality to other areas of 
business to expand and differentiate offerings.

The ChallengeThe Challenge

¬ Only a small number of very skilled underwriters 
available

¬ Underwriting process is slow with multiple manual 
data entry tasks that are prone to errors. 

¬ No visibility of process efficiency and no 
prioritization of risks.

¬ Ineffective SLA management with partners. Example:
¬ Underwriters were spending too much time verifying 

data entries and correcting errors of the outsourcer

How we did itHow we did it……

¬ BAM – Measure and improve underwriting cycle times, 
monitor broker cycle times, and audit underwriting 
outsourcers against contractual SLA’s

¬ BPMS – Improve Straight-Through Processing, and 
automation of manual tasks. Implement human 
workflow for exceptions management.

¬ Integration – Integration across multiple internal and 
external systems and organisations. Including Lloyds 
of London.

¬ ACORD standards implemented

BPM and ESB for Underwriting

UK Insurer
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BPM and ESB for Underwriting

Value DeliveredValue Delivered

¬ A unified single view of risk and 
client/broker exposure

¬ The agility to create new online 
products quickly and efficiently

¬ Consistent business processes across 
the organisation

¬ Connectivity with external broker 
systems

¬ Compliance with Insurance Industry 
Standards (ACORD)

¬ Automation of standard processes on 
high volume policies

¬ Transparency across all processes 
(Dashboard, KPI, Metrics)

Business
Process

Management

Portal

Enterprise Service Bus B2B

Rules
EngineBAMUnder-

writing
Data

Warehouse

Enterprise Content 
Management

Underwriting ArchitectureUnderwriting Architecture

UK Insurer
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Corporate ProfileCorporate Profile

¬ TD Banknorth is a leading banking and 
financial services company in the US.

¬ As of December 31, 2006, TD 
Banknorth had $40bn of assets.

¬ In banking TD BankNorth has 600 
branches and more than 750 ATMs 

¬ TD BankNorth is insurance agent to 
over 100,000 personal, corporate, and 
small business customers 

¬ BanKnorth Investment Group, Inc. 
serves thousands of clients across the 
Northeast

¬ TD Banknorth Wealth Management 
Group has been operating for more 
than 80 years. Today, managing more 
than $11 billion in personal, corporate 
and non-profit assets from over 30 
locations

¬ The Portland Savings Bank
¬ People’s Savings
¬ Rockland Savings 
¬ Franklin County Savings Bank
¬ The Granite Saving Bank & Trust Company 
¬ The Howard National Bank & Trust Company 
¬ The First Vermont Bank & Trust 
¬ Northeast Leasing 
¬ Oxford Bank and Trust Company 
¬ First Coastal Bank
¬ Merchants National Bank of Dover 
¬ First National Bank of Portsmouth
¬ Mid-Maine Savings 
¬ Bankcore, Inc / North Conway Bank 
¬ Bank of New Hampshire 
¬ Family Bancorp 
¬ Atlantic Bancorp 
¬ Cheshire County Savings Bank
¬ Springfield Institution for Savings
¬ Banknorth Group
¬ Andover Bancorp 
¬ MetroWest
¬ Ipswich Bancshares 
¬ Warren Bancorp 
¬ Community Insurance Agencies 
¬ Bancorp Connecticut 
¬ American Savings Bank 
¬ CCBT Financial Companies 
¬ Boston Federal Savings Bank

TD TD BankNorthBankNorth M&A HistoryM&A History

TD BankNorth
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The ObjectiveThe Objective

¬ Find alternative to “rip & replace” approach 
to acquisition.

¬ Replace aging middleware for Internet 
Banking channels.

¬ Re-engineer back office processes for 
efficiency.

¬ Enable customer service representatives.
¬ Bridge application silos.

How TD How TD BankNorthBankNorth and webMethods did itand webMethods did it……

¬ Build an Integration Architecture that uses 
design patterns and standards by a central 
Integration Competence Centre (ICC).

¬ Develop a platform for dramatically increasing 
transaction volumes.

¬ Enable re-use with IFX extensions exposed via 
an ESB that allow easy inter-operation with 
internal and external business partners.

Business Benefit DeliveredBusiness Benefit Delivered

¬ Enterprise application integration aided in 
facilitating growth through acquisition.

¬ Fast and easy integration of business partners
¬ Services that are 80% reusable, realizing 

outstanding savings in development costs.
¬ Customer service request completion times 

that are dramatically reduced. 
¬ Infrastructure that scales from tens of 

transactions per second to hundreds.

The ChallengeThe Challenge

¬ Grow from $40B to $80-100B in assets.
¬ Create vision and obtain funding.
¬ Migrate away from point to point integration 

by introducing select technologies/tools that 
allow ‘Think Big and Start Small’ approach.

¬ Design and implement an SOA framework to 
promote re-use.

¬ Create scalable, reliable, secure, 
maintainable infrastructure.

Strategic BPI Platform for Merger and Acquisition
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TD TD BankNorthBankNorth and webMethods Successand webMethods Success……

¬ 80% Re-Use of Integration 
Services

¬ 60% Reduction in development 
effort

¬ Streamlined banking processes 
across 25 mainframe and 
distributed applications

¬ Customer service request 
completion times dramatically 
reduced, with efficiency gains 
in the order of 65%

“Integration Just 
Got A Lot Less 
Complicated!”

Robert Jones, TD BankNorth

What TD What TD BankNorthBankNorth is sayingis saying……

Strategic BPI Platform for Merger and Acquisition
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Making it successful

How do these organisations make their SOA and BPM 
implementations successful
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Critical Success Factors in delivering SOA and BPM

Return on 
Investment

Incremental 
Approach

Implement 
Governance

Focus on 
Re-Use

TargetTarget
ArchitectureArchitecture

DesignDesign
PrinciplesPrinciples

IntegrationIntegration
CompetenceCompetence

CentreCentre

Critical Success
Factors Future Architecture

Business Activity 
Monitoring

Business Process 
Management

Composite 
Applications

Enterprise Service Bus 
and EAI

Governance

Adapters

B2B

Components
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Service offered by webMethods to help companies 
to deliver more value from SOA and BPM
Tailored to the specific needs of the company –
each one is different
Utilises the industry expertise within webMethods 
and that of our partners
Leverage our industry knowledge and ROI tools in 
calculation of benefits for both the business and IT
Benefit from our leading solution architects to help 
define the solution
We deliver the Business Case faster!

Business Case AcceleratorBusiness Case Accelerator
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Business / ProcessBusiness / Process
Solution DeliverablesSolution Deliverables

Benefit DeliverablesBenefit Deliverables

Return on InvestmentReturn on Investment
DeliverablesDeliverables

DeliverablesDeliverables

5
Days

8-10
Days

10-15
Days

Business background and context
¬ Business environment
¬ Strategic business vision and drivers

Description of problem or opportunity
¬ Current business and process issues
¬ Current business revenue opportunities

Vision for the solution
¬ New Business or Process Model
¬ Recommended areas for improvement
¬ Defined scope of project and next steps

Benefits Profile
¬ Key Performance Indicators and Value Levers
¬ Metrics and improvements, incremental cash 

flow, revenue uplift, cost reduction
¬ Benefits model for Business and/or IT Benefits

Investment Profile
¬ Financial Calculations of Operating Expenses 

and Capital Expenses
Return on Investment

¬ Model of ROI
¬ Analysis and modelling: Cash Flows, NPV, IRR, 

Payback Period
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Major US Bank
Optimised call centre

ROI: $4m in first-year savings

80% cost reduction in first year

High-Tech Manufacturer
Optimised Order management

Benefit: $22m two year savings

ROI of 800% in 9 months

Large Healthcare Company
Reduced ‘fire-fighting’, lost sales, scrap

Benefit: $662,000 (pre-tax)

38% before-tax ROI over 2 years

High-Tech Company
New quoting management solution

Benefit: $20m yearly revenue increase

Generating $4m additional yearly profit

“Overall, it was a great session. It is rare for a vendor to engage at such a level of 
detail, i.e. a level that typically has a greater chance to expose weaknesses than 
strengths. webMethods brought the right people and it was obvious they are serious 
about the market and our business.”

Vice President of Treasury Services, Large US Bank.

Example benefitsExample benefits
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Next Steps

SOA andSOA and
BPMBPM
Master ClassMaster Class

KnowledgeKnowledge
SOA andSOA and
BPMBPM
AssessmentAssessment

RoadmapRoadmap

BusinessBusiness
CaseCase
AcceleratorAccelerator

Get StartedGet Started
ProofProof
OfOf
ValueValue

DeliverDeliver
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Thank you

Questions and Answers

David Wright
Director, Global Financial Services
Mobile: 07966 893 030
E-Mail: david.wright@softwareag.com




